
From the Literature Department
66 Bloor Street West (Side Entrance)

Phone—Randolph 8577 F.Hours—9.80 to 1 and 2 to 6.30

The Theme for Mission Study this year is announced as
LATIN AMERICA

As one of our fields of occupation is in Latin America—Bolivia, and as we have one 
comparatively new and very comprehensive book, (Pioneering in Bolivia) and one com
pletely new book (The Religion of Bolivia) this study will be remarkably interesting 
for Canadian Baptist women. First we will again call your attention to our own 
books.
PIONEERING IN BOLIVIA (paper, 40c.; cloth, 65c.). In this, for those who do not 

know the book, will be found a brief history of the country, a history of our work 
there, including that wonderfully interesting bit about how we came to get Peniei 
Hall Farm, biographies of our missionaries up to date of printing, and the last 
chapter “The last five years and to-morrow. Everyone who has not this book 
needs it, and every Circle and Y. W. Circle should certainly have it to study this 
winter.

THE RELIGION OF BOLIVIA (25c.) is our new book. This should be read along 
with the study, as it shows how utterly inadequate the religion of Bolivia is to 
meet the need of its people. See further note on this book in July-August Link, 
page 339.

NEW DAYS IN LATIN AMERICA, by Webster E. Browning (paper, 60c.; cloth, 85c.). 
Has three chapters, The Latin American World; Racial Background; Economical 
and Political factors; Instruction vs. Education; Religious situation; Call to Ser
vice.

LOOKING AHEAD WITH LATIN AMERICA, by Stanley High (paper, 60c.; cloth, 
85c.). This is a lighter book, filled with interesting and helpful material, and 
very fascinating reading.

PRAYER AND MISSIONS (50c. paper; 76c. cloth), by XJelen Barrett Montgomery, 
is a study book on this most vital force. In part 1 thef teachings of the Bible are 
considered, and in part II, the prayer in relation tondissions and illustrations are 
the subjects. This will make in addition to a spjjmdid study book, an interesting 
and helpful aid to devotional period.

POSTAGE EXTRA ON THE LAST THREE BOOKS.

*

FOR Y. W. CIRCLES AND C. G. I. T.’S.
LOOKING AHEAD WITH LATIN AMERICA (see above.)
MAKERS OF SOUTH AMERICA (60c., 76c.). This book is recommended by leaders 

for C.G.I.T. study particularly, being a series of biographical sketches of heroes of 
S. A. from both political and religious life.

POSTAGE EXTRA ON THE LAST TWO BOOKS.

FOR BANDS
BRAVE ADVENTURES (paper 60c.), by Katherine Scherer Cronk, id a number of 

stories beginning with The Bravest Adventurer (God gave His Only Son) and 
7 brave men who “followed in His train.’’ This would be for your Senior Band 
members, while the next would be for the Juniors. POSTAGE EXTRA.

CHILDREN OF THE BIG WORLD (26c.) with picture “The Hope of the World", 
60c. See May Link for special notes about this book.

BOLIVIA—For Bands wishing to take this study, the series in the Link, 1923, is 
recommended with the Leader reading the first two books mentioned above. Look
ing Ahead and With Latin America would be wonderfully attractive for boys.
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